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HARNESSING
THE POWER
Are you suffering from burnout?
Do you need an escape from
the ever-changing and chaotic
nature of the past two years?
Our lives are increasing in
complexity which can confuse us,
stop us from taking action, and
prevent us from being fulfilled. When
this happens, we lose confidence, we
become trapped by our past successes, predictable
thoughts, and habits. We fail to realize that what got
us here, won't get us there. Learning how to achieve a
lifetime of success requires upgrading our mindset,
strategy, and execution.

LEARN HOW TO HARNESS THE POWER
AND TAKE YOUR ORGANIZATION
TO THE NEXT LEVEL!
Join CRPA for this motivational experience and learn
how to harness your inner power! Eric Papp will guide
participants on a journey of self-reflection and reveal
the top strategies of high performers. His unique way
of addressing unspoken challenges
while providing impromptu humor
GENEROUSLY
and actionable concepts propels
SPONSORED
BY:
audience members to take new
action. Come regain your
confidence and clarity, and
learn to tap into your unique
capabilities to help achieve
your desired goals.

ERIC PAPP
Time Management and
Effectiveness Expert

With increasing complexity, most people are
tasked with doing more than they can
successfully execute. Eric Papp helps
audiences clarify their thinking on what’s most
important, so they can achieve greater impact
and feel in control again.
He earned his bachelor's degree from the
University of Notre Dame and founded Agape
Leadership, LLC, an intellectual capital firm
focusing on leadership and sales for business
performance, with the sole purpose of driving
leaders and their teams to success. As a
successful author and public speaker since
2010, he has worked with thousands of
managers to aid teams toward success.

Eric Papp has been evaluated as one of the top
management trainers in North America for his
expertise in leadership effectiveness.

Use this guide to find the
sessions that best suit you!
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS: Monday, November 21st
and non-violent alternatives to MyRec.com users and will cover areas from
9:55 - 10:55 am restorative
traditional de-escalation, and outline all modules of the software highlighting our
benchmarks for creating mindful agency newest features and updates since we saw
Love What You Do in 2022

Matt
Scoffield,
Recreation
Services
Coordinator & Megan Dowling, Assistant
Program Coordinator, New Britain Parks,
Recreation
and
Community
Services
Department
Category: MKT
(0.1 CEU)
Are you struggling to attract and retain
seasonal employees? New Britain Parks and
Recreation was struggling with a highly
competitive job market and a lack of
qualified job applicants. For years, the
department had used the traditional
marketing strategies of press releases, flyer
distribution, and social media, with little
success. This session will explore innovative
marketing strategies, newly implemented
this past spring, in order to not only attract
new employees, but also incentivize
returning employees to re-apply.
One
strategy included developing the brand "Love
What You Do in 2022" that not only speaks to
the fun involved with a job in camp and
aquatics, but also brings excitement and
fulfillment to a position that other jobs lack.
Join this session and learn how you can
implement a marketing program like this for
your department!

What "De-Escalation"
Training Can Look Like
Kate Connell, Founder, Equitable Aquatics
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
“De-escalation” has become synonymous
with conflict resolution but that’s only made
it harder for us to understand the skills,
behavior, and training needed for our team
to
handle
increasingly
challenging
interpersonal interactions. Together we’ll
navigate conflict management best practices,

policies and hands-on training for your team. you last! We will show you tips and tricks of
the software that will make your life so much
“Excel” for Efficiency
easier. Come with your questions and/or
Jerold Lokken, Director, East Lyme Parks & suggestions and let's share how you simplify
Recreation
your recreation management!
Category: FIN
(0.1 CEU)
Join us for some quick tips and easy to
understand instructions for intermediate
Excel users. We'll go beyond the basics - but
Youth Sports Compliance:
not into the really deep waters - to explore
Setting Standards
ways to improve your use of Excel for
budgeting, program management, and office
& Enforcing Requirements
tasks. Come learn some new tricks that can Andy Parker, Director of Youth Development,
help streamline your day-to-day tasks!
National Alliance for Youth Sports
Category: PRG
(0.1 CEU)
Homerun Ballfields!
A young athlete’s experience in sports is
Richard Calarco, Owner, L & C Park
directly influenced by their coach. Coaching
Consultants, LLC
requirements like background checks, child
Category: FIN/PARKS
(0.1 CEU)
abuse prevention trainings, concussion
Join seasoned certified parks and recreation
certificates, sport skills clinics, and code of
Professional, Rich Calarco, and Hartford Yard
ethics pledges exist to create a safe and
Goats Executive Director of Ballpark
positive environment for children. Whether
Operations, Kyle Calhoon, as they walk
your requirements for youth sports coaches
attendees through a one-year maintenance
come from local, state, and national
plan for baseball fields. Topics covered will
legislation, or from your agency’s policies,
include budgeting, equipment needed,
tracking
compliance
with
imposed
estimated labor needs, and how to
requirements does not have to be a
implement your turf and infield program.
headache.
Rich and Kyle will also explore various
In this session, we will review industry
techniques in handling field problems.
standards for youth sports coaches, share
Attendees will leave with a full understanding
tools and tactics to maintain compliance with
of how to develop their own turf
coach-related policies, and we will review
maintenance plan.
examples of successful agencies, including
one large agency that set strict coaching
MyRec.com Recreation
standards and oversees thousands of
Software User Group Session
coaches from nearly 60 youth sports user
Tracey Rivera-Cooper, Director of Marketing groups. Plus, we will discuss requirements for
& Colin Drury, Chief Commercial Officer, other youth sports volunteers, staff, officials,
MyRec.com
and parents.
This session is geared towards current

11:05 am - 12:05 pm

BREAKOUT SESSIONS: Monday, November 21st
the art and science of park design including
Partnering with
topics such as schematic design, design
Community
Groups
development, bidding, and construction
Mark Honberger, Director, Remarkable
Mark
Honberger,
Director,
Remarkable
management as well as the nuts and bolts of
Recreation Solutions
Recreation
Solutions
running a construction project through final
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
completion.
Achieve excellence through your agency’s
Partnering with Community Groups is a “Best
Facility Rental Program. We will explore
Practice” that can result in new programs,
Diving Into Better Aquatic
methods to organize your Facility Rental
new facilities, new volunteers, and increased
Evaluations
Reservation Process. We will analyze several
community safety. We will investigate how to
ways to establish defensible rental fees Drew Michael McWeeney, Ed.S., CEO, negotiate with community groups. We will
based on your building’s square footage and McWeeney Aquatic Consulting, LTP, LLC look at how to set up official Facility Usea procedure called “price-points”. In addition, & Dr. Greg McVerry, Associate Professor of Agreements to codify the exchange of “equal
we will examine a dozen different rental Education, Southern Connecticut State value” between the two parties. Plus we will
policy considerations, some that you may not University and CEO, ReVIEW Talent Feedback look at the pros and cons of dozens of realSystem
have thought of before.
life examples.
Swimmers
improve
with
coaching.
Lifeguarding is no different. This session will
Manage Promises not People
Equitable Aquatics
Eric Papp, Professional Speaker, Agape cover two components: (1) Participants will Kate Connell, Founder, Equitable Aquatics
learn how aquatic directors can improve Category: AQU
Leadership, LLC
(0.1 CEU)
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU) feedback skills they deliver through a tool Does everyone have an equal experience in
A supervisor’s primary role is managing the designed to make aquatic supervisory your facilities regardless of their ability level,
workflow and performance of a department. practices easier, and (2) learn about one gender, neurodiversity, or income level?
Day-to-day activities and “firefighting” recreation department in Connecticut Equitable aquatics is about making sure that
distract managers from successfully achieving implementing this tool that is helping their you are making your pools accessible AND
their primary objectives. Many managers put water safety be more effective and working to get all types of folks to your
off “coaching” conversations and fail to compliant.
facilities. Part exercises and part lecture, this
address performance issues. This contributes
session is designed for you to “work-in” your
to the development of an “Abdication of
aquatics operations area in real time and
Accountability”
environment,
where
leave with ideas to unpack later. We’ll
performing employees have more work and
explore the implications and implementation
Show Me the Money!
less time and underperforming employees
of the 3 P’s of Inclusive Aquatics: Personnel,
Innovative Ideas
have less work and more time. As a result,
Programming, and Policies and discuss
for Revenue Generation
team
performance,
morale,
and
outcomes and examples for each of the
William DeMaio, Director, Newington Parks areas. We’ll touch on how to grade your
communication decline.
So, how can you develop and lead a self- & Recreation, Matt Scoffield, Recreation policies and rules for inclusivity, the
managing team? Eric Papp will tell you in this Services Coordinator, New Britain Parks, fundamentals of low-income and scholarshipand
Community
Services based offerings, and how to focus on
presentation where he will teach supervisors Recreation
how to be more effective and manage a Department, & Craig Bowman, Director, outreach to fill your pool, programs, and
promise, not a person, so you can focus on Rocky Hill Parks & Recreation
payroll list with individuals who represent
(0.1 CEU) your diverse community.
what’s most important: coaching, strategic Category: FIN/PRG
Feeling the pressure to generate more
planning, and growth.
Athletic Field & Green Space
revenue? Join longtime Director Bill DeMaio
Construction Management
to learn how he grew the Newington Parks
Diagnosis and Solutions
and Recreation Department’s enterprise Ian Lacy, Lead Project Advisor & Scott Vose,
& Master Planning
Erik Barbiari, Construction Management & budget to $2,083,000 each year! He will Technical Advisor, Tom Irwin Advisors
Master Planning, New Britain Parks, review his innovative techniques including: Category: PARKS
(0.1 CEU)
creating or establishing public/private Join Ian Lacy and Scott Vose of Tom Irwin
Recreation & Community Services
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU) partnerships, utilizing special events as Advisors for a presentation that will examine
Parks are an essential part of every fundraisers, elevating concession stands, athletic field and green space challenges and
community as they are a vital source of renting both indoor and outdoor facilities to solutions that are common to New England.
recreation for local residents. Over time, private youth sports entities, and maximizing Ian will identify a range of challenges such as
Parks and Recreation Departments have to pavilion rentals. Participants will be able to over use, high wear, drainage issues,
face the challenge of redesigning and/or take home examples that can be instantly maintenance challenges, budgets and
constructing new parks based on current implemented within their town, including resources affecting athletic fields and green
resident demands and ADA standards. In this sample PPP letters of agreement.
spaces and how to determine the most
session, participants will better understand
suitable solution.

Excellent Facility
Rental Management

2:50 - 3:50 pm

Generously
Sponsored By:
Presented at the Annual Awards Luncheon - Tuesday, November 22nd

NOMINATE SOMEONE TODAY!
CRPA is now accepting nominations for the 2022
Awards & Scholarship Program. This is your chance to
recognize individuals who have made outstanding
contributions to the parks and recreation profession!
Please take the time to participate in this worthwhile
program and submit a nomination for consideration.

Nomination forms can be
found online at:
crpa.com/awards/nomination-forms
Please return completed
nomination forms to:
CRPA
135 Day St. 2nd Floor, 2H,
Newington, CT 06111
or by email to: val@crpa.com
Nominations must be
submitted by 9/2/22

BREAKOUT SESSIONS: Tuesday, November 22nd
Strategic Approach to Contract evolving definition of cultural responsiveness
10:00 - 11:00 am
and explore the philosophy, policies, and
Instructor Classes
(Exhibit Hall)

Latest & Greatest Industry Trends
in Park Maintenance
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
Learn the latest and greatest trends within the
parks and recreation industry from vendors
whose products and services may help solve
the needs of your department. This session
will be a question and answer exchange with
five industry vendors moderated by a parks
and recreation professional.

Collaborative Advantage

Eric Papp, Professional Speaker, Agape
Leadership, LLC
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
Teams that work collaboratively have unique
advantages and are more productive. Teams
that work independently have limited
productivity because they struggle with trust,
have fear of conflict, and rarely engage in
crucial conversations. Join this session to
learn strategies to overcome the rugged
individualistic mindset. Walk away with a
formula for building a collaborative team and
practical strategies for strengthening trust
and communication.

Mark Honberger, Director, Remarkable
Recreation Solutions
Category: PRG
(0.1 CEU)
Learn how you can significantly impact your
agency’s fiscal outlook, by increasing Cost
Recoveries and decreasing General Fund
Subsidies, while accomplishing your agency’s
mission to meet the needs of your
community and your participants. By taking a
more strategic approach, you'll be energized
to create your own robust contract instructor
classes program and develop your own
customized contract instructor handbook
modelled after the one featured. In addition,
we will discuss the IRS 20-Point Characteristic
Test, used by the IRS and many states to
determine whether an instructor is to be
considered an employee or a contractor.
Don’t miss this vital information. If done
right, your contract instructor program can
be paying for itself, and even offset the costs
of other recreation programs.

practices that build on the foundation of
cultural self-awareness and competency.
We’ll explore tangible measures for creating
cultural competency and share strategies for
furthering implementation specific to parks
and recreation agencies.

Trails That People Want to Visit

Stephen Bastrzycki, Owner, Planet Zero
Gravity, LLC
Category: FIN/PARKS
(0.1 CEU)
There has been an explosion in trail visitation
recently. Trail networks are being built
connecting communities and giving a variety
of recreational users better access to the
outdoors. However, creating and maintaining
a trail(s) that people want to visit takes a lot
of work! In this presentation we will discuss
the basics of planning a natural surface,
sustainable trail network, including defining
what a sustainable trail is, the importance of
engaging the community, how to create
Creating Culturally
maps, and putting together a conceptual
design. If you already have an existing
Responsive Agencies
trail(s), we will talk about the important, but
Kate Connell, Founder, Equitable Aquatics
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU) often neglected, maintenance aspect that is
What is a culturally responsive agency and required of all trails. Lastly, we will spend
what does that look like within parks and some time discussing how to promote your
recreation? Together we’ll discuss the trails with events and programs.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS: Tuesday, November 22nd
Managing Multiple Priorities
Eric Papp, Professional Speaker, Agape
Leadership, LLC
Category: MGT
(0.1 CEU)
A consistent theme for everyone these days
is that they are pressed for time and are
challenged to do more with less. Navigating
changes, meeting deadlines for projects, and
dealing with the increasing complexity of life
can be overwhelming! Join Eric Papp, a
national expert on effectiveness and the
author of the Priority Planner. Eric will show
participants how having the right-thinking
tools
and
learning
effective
time
management strategies can make all the
difference between continued success and
constant struggle. You will leave feeling
confident and in control, and will gain
practical solutions to help cut through life’s
complexities.

(0.1 CEU)
Performance Measures, and we’ll cover Category: PRG
unique ideas for accomplishing Budget Do you want your department to work better
with other youth sport organizations in your
Projections that are accurate and reliable.
community? What are the first steps to
More Than an In-Service:
achieving this goal? Collaboration is the key
to providing better youth sports programs in
A Layered Approach
your community. We will discuss why many
to Staff Training
youth sport organizations do not work as
Kate Connell, Founder, Equitable Aquatics
Category: AQU
(0.1 CEU) well as they could with parks and recreation
Aquatics staff training is beyond a monthly in departments, and the best practices of how
-service requirement. Learn to take a layered we all can work together to build a
approach to aquatics staff training by comprehensive youth sports program for
breaking up workplace culture expectations children and families in your community.

and protocol, operational and emergency
procedures, and program administration into
bite-sized education delivered in a variety of
formats but also via a variety of team
members. Use your creativity to come up
with the ‘what’ instead of the ‘how’ by
completing a training needs assessment and
building your own customized Hierarchy of
Staff Training. Learn to find ways to replicate
yourself in the overall structure of staff
Be “Essential” by Tracking Agency training so your team can learn
predominately from passive, group, peer,
Performance Numbers
and environmental ways of coaching and
Mark Honberger, Director, Remarkable learning. Gone are the days of focusing
Recreation Solutions
primarily on energy (and time!) heavy one-on
Category: FIN
(0.1 CEU) -one trainings or reverting back to monthly
Learn how to harness the Power of Excel by lifeguard in-services as the sole source of
turning basic data into vital information and information delivered to staff.
then presenting it in a beautiful report. You
will be able to transform your department's
Community Collaboration
data in a meaningful and attractive format
in Youth Sports
which will highlight your agency as an Peter Leclerc, Director, Suffield Parks &
“Essential Service” to your elected policy Recreation
makers and the community. In this session, Panel Includes: Anthony Calabrese, Ben
we’ll investigate how to properly track Morse, and Matt Scofield

Parks & Recreation
Director’s Summit
Dr. Josh Mederios, Superintendant, City of
Bristol Parks, Recreation, Youth &
Community Services
Join fellow directors for a high-level
roundtable discussion on the issues in the
parks and recreation field such as resource
constraints, political infusion, homelessness,
inequities, employee retention, and more.
Directors are encouraged to bring their own
hot topics for the group think-tank. The
session will be an opportunity to share
challenges, discuss opportunities, and
network with likeminded department heads
from across the state. Session will be
moderated by Dr. Josh Medeiros,
Superintendent of Parks, Recreation, Youth &
Community Services with the City of Bristol.

Join us for the
Come together to explore an exciting array of

November 21 & 22, 2022
Mohegan Sun Hotel & Convention Center

Register NOW
SESSIONS

NETWORKING
EXHIBITS

